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City housing ordinance
foils unrelated renters
Kyle Wood
Kaimin Reporter

UM students Bryon Smith, Ron
Yates and Chris Ostermiller played by
all the rules. They spotted a spacious
three-bedroom apartment in the classi
fieds, filled out an application with
credit check, references and resumes,
and arrived at the manager’s door early
to beat the inevitable avalanche of
other applications.
But the manager would not even
look at their application when she
found out the three students were not
related.
“She just shot us down at the door
and we left,” Ostermiller said.
The manager did not return phone
calls Thursday afternoon.
And this situation is not the first
time landlords have told him up front of
the law that no more than two unrelat
ed people can live in the same dwelling,
even though city officials have said the
law is never enforced unless a neighbor
complains.
“The city of Missoula has taken a

Downloadins erotica:

lenient approach to this violation,” said
John Merrel, of Missoula’s Office of
Community Development. “We are able
to investigate on a complaint-only
basis.”
Other officials are openly critical of
the law. “I’m sure it will be challenged
and I’m sure it will be struck down in
court,” said Sam Islam, a transporta
tion planner in the OCD. “We under
stand that there is a shortage, so we
don’t strictly enforce it.
“If everybody complied with the ordi
nance, there would be a lot less housing
in Missoula.”
When a complaint comes in, Merrel’s
office investigates it, then passes it on
to the City Attorney’s office if the law is
being broken. The City Attorney sends
a letter to the landlord, who is then
supposed to right the wrong. Repeat
offenders can be prosecuted on misde
meanor charges and fined up to $300,
Nugent said, although no landlord has
had to pay the fine in the 19-year histo
ry of the law in Missoula.
“Usually it’s just a matter of educat
ing the landowners,” Nugent said.
See “Housing” page 16

Sex on the screen thrives
behind the computer scene
Tara Turkington
for the Kaimin

FOURTEEN-YEAR-OLD JOHNATHON Mini is not only a good salesman Shir-Khim Go
for his father's PVC flutes, he is a good player as well. The flutes, which
Mini says are easy to play, are for sale at the Christmas Art Fair in the UC, which will
last through Saturday.

Despite Computer Information
Services’ attempts to keep explicit-sex
graphics off university computers, the
material is still readily available. CIS
Director Steve Henry says UM decided
to exclude the graphics because there
was no expressed interest in them and
there is limited storage space on UM’s
computer system.
But any UM student, faculty or staff
member can access the material
through a Selway or Lewis account
from any public lab on campus except
Corbin Hall and Fine Arts.

The full-color sex graphics can be
accessed from “newsgroups”=— elec
tronic discussion groups — within the
Internet. The Internet is an enormous,
international electronic network.
A CIS employee who preferred to
remain anonymous says, “If you look
hard enough, you can find anything
you’re looking for.”
That means anything from a single
male with an erect penis but wearing
underpants, to a very graphic sexual
series of a heterosexual couple, to a
woman having sex with a dog.
Sam, an ex-student who has an
account illegally on the Internet, says
See “Sex” page 4

Students pass up dorm forum
Kimberly Benn
Kaimin Reporter

Only eight students showed
up for an open forum
Thursday on the design of the
new 200-bed residence hall, to
discuss everything from pri
vate bedrooms to bike storage.
“I’m surprised and disap
pointed too,” said Residence
Life Director Ron Brunell of
the student turnout. “But we
will have another meeting.” It
will be Dec. 16.
The open forum was held
after three Residence Life offi
cials, including Brunell, four
architects and three UM stu
dents, visited Stanford
University, the University of
Washington and the
University of California at
Berkley to get ideas for UM’s
new dorm.
The trip cost about $9,000.

’m surprised and
disappointed too.
But we will have
another meeting. ”

I

—Ron Brunell
Residence Life Director
on the student turnout

The money comes out of the
new residence hall’s $7 million
budget.
“We learned more of what
not to do than what we want
to do,” Brunell said of the
trip.
Kent Bray of CTA
Architects of Billings, who will
design the new hall, brought
nine interior designs for suites
in the new building.
All of the nine preliminary
designs were suites with four
single bedrooms and two bath

rooms with a common living
room for everyone to share.
“You’re definitely on the
right track,” said Becky
Halvorsen, Knowles Hall resi
dent assistant, of the prelimi
nary interior designs. “I think
private sleep area is by far the
priority.”
All eight students agreed
that private sleep areas are
the top priority.
But most of the discussion
centered on solving the cur
rent bike storage problem.
Possible solutions include a
central storage room or hooks
to hang bikes in the bedrooms.
“We don’t want to spend a
bunch of dollars designing a
central bike storage if you’re
going to store it in your room,”
Brunell said to the students.
But the students were con
cerned about the safety of the

AMY BAMBER, a junior in English, works on her final
project, a 16-panel human figure, for Art 123 at the Art
Annex.

See “Dorm” page 16

Kaimin is a Salish word that means “messages.”

Shir-Khim Go
Kaimin

• Page 7— A woman paralyzed by multiple
sclerosis uses her eyes to speak.
• Page 10—A professor, who motivates
students to study soils, retires after 22 years.
• Page 14 — Grizzley basketball team
narrowly beats Western Montana College.
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SNYDER’S
HOT SPICE CIDER
• Large coffee
• 2 liters of
ginger ale
• 1 gallon
v
apple cider
• 1 10-oz. package red
hots
• 6 cinnamon sticks
Pour half the gallon of
apple cider where you
would normally put the
water in the coffee um. Fill
the rest with ginger ale.
Where you would put the
coffee grounds, put half
the package of red hots
and 3 broken cinnamon
sticks. Brew. Enough for
about 15 servings of 2
cups each.
—submitted by Patricia
Snyder, Kaimin reporter

E.K. BUDDY’S FAMOUS
CRANBERRY CHUTNEY
• 2 cups fresh
cranberries
• 1 cup
water
>
• 1/2 cup white
sugar
• 1/4 cup cider vinegar
• 1/2 cup medium onion,
finely chopped
• 1 small clove garlic,
minced
• 1/3 cup brown sugar
• 1/4 cup crystallized
ginger, finely chopped
• 1/2 tsp. cinnamon
• pinch allspice
• 1/2 tsp. salt
• pinch cayenne
• 1/2 cup seedless
raisins
• 1/2 cup dried currants
• 1/2 cup slivered
blanched almonds
Rinse cranberries.
Discard soft ones. Mix
water, sugar, vinegar,
onion, garlic, cinnamon,
allspice, salt and cayenne
in stainless steel sauce
pan. Bring to boil over low
heat. Simmer 5 minutes.
Stir in cranberries and
remaining ingredients,
except nuts. Simmer 10
more minutes. Stir in nuts.
Can or seal in airtight con
tainer. Let cool. Keeps in
refrigerator for 2 months,
in freezer for 1 year.
—passed down to Seth F.
Buddy, senior in French,
by his mother.

APRICOT
FRENCH TART
• 1 pie shell t
• 41/2 cup
sliced apricots
• 2 eggs
• 1/2 cup sour
r
cream
• 3 - 5 TBL. sugar
• 1 tsp. vanilla
Bake unfilled pie shell
in oven for 10 minutes at
350 degrees. Remember
to poke holes in the bot
tom of the shell before you
bake it. Put apricots in
shell. Mix other ingredi
ents and place on top of
apricots. Bake at 350
degrees for about 35 min
utes. Serves 6.
—submitted by Christine
Crochon, French
exchange student

SOME PEOPLE put off decorating for the holidays until for theKaimin
the last minute, but not David Koch. He starts decorat
ing on Oct.l and doesn’t finish until the beginning ofDecember.
That’s how long it takes to string his 18,000- light front yard dis
play. Located at 320 Washbum in Missoula, Koch’s house attracts
so many spectators that he’s posted viewing hours at the foot of his
driveway, 5:30 to 10:30 p.m. Koch says he buys his lights on sale the
day after Christmas. And how much is his power bill? Over $600 a
month, but that’s OK, Koch says, "People love to come and see it."

East, west, north, south,
holiday delivers cheer
ties to America, the holiday is
not commercialized, he said.
Tara Turkington is off for
Not all UM students will be South Africa on Dec. 23.
“Tm looking forward to the
eating traditional Christmas
sun, my fiance and my family,”
dinners of baked ham or
she
said.
turkey in the next couple of
Bryan Davidson is also
weeks.
looking
forward to a sunny
Some will be feasting on
Christmas, in Southern
meals of reindeer in
California.
Scandinavia’s win
He plans to land
ter of nearly 24eah,
at the John Wayne
hour a day dark
ness or barbecuing
surfing Airport in Orange
County, California
lamb chops in 100and beingon Dec. 22.
degree heat near
“Yeah, surfing
around a dif
Johannesburg,
being around a
South Africa.
ferent mix of and
different
mix of
Airports will be
people is what I’m
bustling places in . people is
anticipating
most,”
the next few weeks what I’m
Davidson said. “It’ll
as some UM stu
anticipating
be
great
sleeping
in
dents head overseas
most. It’ll be my own bed and
to celebrate the
having a little pri
son, many with
great sleep
vacy.”
families they
ing in my
Davidson lives
haven’t-seen for
years.
own bed and in Elrod Hall.
From Singapore,
Andre Verloy
having a Ut- Shir-Kim Go, who
said he normally
tle privacy.” hasn’t been home
goes home to Oslo,
— UM student for three years, is
Norway every
Bryan Davidson scheduled for a
Christmas and
one-day flight on
summer. He said
Dec. 16.
his family decorates
“
I
don
’
t
celebrate
Christmas
their tree with white, not col
because I’m Buddhist, but we
ored lights, on Dec. 23.
do
have
a
celebration
on Dec.
“We have our closest family
over on Christmas day for din 25 — a commercial kind of
thing,
she
said.
”
She
said cer
ner,” he said.
tain streets are closed off and
The meat served is mainly
people dance in the streets.
reindeer, Verloy said, and
Though the cultures and
sometimes they’ll have lamb
celebrations vary, everyone
salt ribs, but never turkey.
“Lutefisk is an old tradition, gets something of a vacation
and maybe a little tidings of
but few people eat it now,” he
said. In spite of some similari comfort and joy.

Jeff Jones, Carolin Vesely
Kaimin Staff

THE STORY of Christmas as told by the animated
Francis Xavier Church.

mannequins of St.

uwKatata

Y

^SLIE KEMMIS, a sophomore in history, enjoys
SWr‘KKS£
^ festive mood created by the giant Christmas tree
m trie UC while writing out a list of things she needs to get done.
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ONE

STARTS

MONDAY

20% Off Most ItemsThroughout
The Store -Don’t
SALE ENDS THURSDAY DECEMBER 23rd AT 5pm

I

' Items not on sale include

computer hard/soft ware,
electronics, textbooks,
orange label office supplies,
stamps, film processing,
buck-a-day passes, class
schedules, special orders,
(Main Hall) poster & print

hours.
Sat...l0to6
THURSDAY
1 DEC. 23._8 to 5

mbb

MY

BOOKSIGNING

CENTER

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14th

12 TO 2:30

NEW RELEASES from STONYDALE PRESS

,

Bud

Margie E.

CHEFF^dHAHN
MULES AND MOUNTAINS: The Story
of Walt Hahn, Forest Service Packer

INDIAN TRAILS AND GRIZZLY TALES
Bud Cheff Sr. grew up in the transition time
between the frontier days and the present. His book
includes stories of his relationship with Flathead
leader Eneas Conko, tales about grizzly bears, and
outfitting in the Mission Range and the Bob

EX P E RI E N C E T H E
I K VW

HOURS:

I

ALL NON-TEXT
BOOKS DEC. 13
THROUGH DEC. 23

— Stories and photographs abound in this wonderful,
warm recollection of Forest Service packer Walt
Hahn, who throughout the decades worked to both
build and haul out many of Montana’s lookouts.

WORLD THROUGH

WORDS

|SgM^og66|
UNIVERSITY

Starts Wednesday the 15th

Textbook

formerly "Buyback"

People have asked, "Why the new name?" <
Well, that’s really what the buyback process
is all about; reusing textbooks. Watch for our
video and brochure starting Wednesday!

CENTER
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Sex: Pictures form 'gargantuan7 subculture, user says
bestiality, heterosexuality and homo
sexuality are common in these
newsgroups. He says he has never seen
bondage, “kiddy pom,” or necrophilia.
The CIS employee says that it is avail
able, however.
The most shocking thing Sam has
ever seen? “Two guys sucking a horse’
dick.” He has also seen bestiality with a
dog, a cow and a hog.
It is almost impossible to tell how
many people are using these sexually
explicit newsgroups because they can
look at them without being recorded.
CIS secretary Lorie DeYott is in
charge of cleaning the hard drives on
the public campus computers each
week. She and her five helpers some
times come across pictures which have
been received from the Internet onto
these drives, but not deleted. “We find
pictures once a month at least,” DeYott
says.
UM was connected to the Internet in
1990. At that time, CIS surveyed the
campus to find out which newsgroups
the campus community was interested
in, says Steve Henry, CIS director.
According to Henry, newsgroups
which contained sexually explicit
graphics were not requested by anyone
on campus, so CIS decided not to
receive them. More than 2,000 news
groups are now received by UM every
day, from computer servers in Seattle
and at Montana State University. After
a few days the oldest information
expires to make way for new informa
tion.
But now approximately 10 specific
newsgroups containing pictures of
explicit sex are received regularly
among the more than 2,000 groups.
This figure can change from day to day
because newsgroups die and are creat
ed all the time.
Henry says he doesn’t know how the

storage space reserved by UM for news
groups was being used, according to the
journalism computer lab monitor, Russ
Pagenkopf. Henry says that the system
is overloaded. He said only 75 percent
should be used and the rest should be
left empty.
The process of turning one of these
messages into a full-color, high-quality
picture involves saving the message
into an account on Selway or Lewis,
and finding a “viewer,” a software pro
gram that can translate it into a graph
ic image.
“I can get a dirty picture in five com
mands,” says Sam. “But CIS could
remove my ability to do it in five com
mands”. He adds if CIS did restrict the
newsgroups, he could still access them
through the Internet, but “if we didn’t
have these newsgroups it would be real
ly, really hard to get.”Sam taught him
self how to view the pictures. “I could
teach someone to do it in less than five
minutes,” he says.
THIS PHOTO, adschmg02,” was downloaded from the newsgroup
“alt.sex.pictures” to represent the quality and some of the milder cc
There are only about 10 of more than
ieni available on computers linked to UM’s Internet system. It has been edited to cover
2,000 newsgroups dedicated to sexual
the couple’s genitalia.
graphics. Other groups’ topics range
from recipes to Clinton’s speeches.
newsgroups got to be included, but they we don’t have.”
Sam says that the sex scenes are
Henry admits that there is an obvi
could have been added by an employee
harmless compared to things available
ous interest in these newsgroups since
or ex-employee. Selway Administrator
in
certain
other newsgroups.
someone went to the trouble to make
Jim Mewes has another idea. He says
“There’s a lot worse things than dirty
sure they were downloaded and they
the material could be “cross-posted,”
pictures
out
there - car bombs, stealing
are being used.
received electronically from another
phone calls long distance, how to make
He says the interest shown will
newsgroup that UM subscribes to.
zip
guns
(handmade
guns),” he says,
ensure that newsgroups with explicit
Sam says he has been “playing on
sex stay, provided there is enough stor pulling the text up on the screen in the
the Internet” for a year and a half, and
basement
of
the
Liberal
Arts Building.
age
space
for
them.
If
there
is
not
these newsgroups have been available
“Probably pretty much anything that’s
enough space, Henry says newsgroups
for at least that long.
Henry says only a certain number of that aren’t being used will be discarded. illegal, I could make it, I could do it, if
the ingredients weren’t illegal. Once
If there still isn’t enough, he says CIS
newsgroups can be received before
you know what you’re looking for, it’s
will take the issue to ITPAC, the
UM’s computer resources are used up.
easy to get.”
Information Technology Planning
“We download quite a variety of news
Talking about the Internet, Sam
Advisory Committee, to decide whether
groups, not all of them, because there’s
to drop certain newsgroups or purchase says, “It’s a whole subculture of its own.
not enough disk space.” Because there
It’s not big, it’s huge, it’s gigantic, it’s
more storage space.
are so many available, Henry says, “I
gargantuan.”
Thursday night, 93 percent of the
can’t say exactly what we have or what

Letters to the Editor
are not at all compatible with
the facts of the case.
BSU Secretary Angela
Vinci’s assertion that their
Editor:
proceedings did not violate
In your article about the
Ms. Gregory’s U.S.
Black Student Union officers’
Constitutional rights may well
reaction to the resolution
be true, although the free
before the ASUM Senate,
speech issue raised by their
Brian Spraggins described a
action seems to contradict the
Senate meeting in which the
First Amendment. The clearer
floor was open to questions,
violation is of the rights of Ms.
but none were asked. I would
like your readers to under
Gregory and the rest of BSU
to an open meeting, as
stand that Black Student
required by Montana state
Union officers Brian
law. ASUM funding is public
Spraggins and Angela Vinci
spoke during the Public
money, and “all meetings of...
organizations or agencies sup
Comment period. The Public
Comment period is open to
ported in whole or in part by
public funds or expending pub
members of the public only,
and the Senators do not speak lic-finds must be open to the
during this time. At the end of public.” (MT State Code 2-3their presentation about the
203). Since the Black Student
general goals of the Black
Union accepts public money
from ASUM, they are covered
Student Union, they men
tioned the impeachment of
by the Montana Open Meeting
Betty Gregory, and Mr.
Law, and the closed meeting
Spaggins invited members of
in which the officers
the Senate who wished to dis
impeached Betty Gregory was
illegal. The privacy exception
cuss this issue to meet with
cannot be used, since BSU’s
the officers of BSU in private.
At the first break in regular own minutes state that “Betty
Senate business, I approached did not agree (to handle the
Mr. Spaggins and Ms. Vinci to process at Friday’s meeting)
discuss the legality of their
and wanted it taken before the
action, and was told, “Talk to
group.” (BSU minutes). By
J.P. Betts, and if you still have state law, “The right to indi
an issue, we’ll talk to you.” Mr. vidual privacy may be waived
Spraggins statement that “the by the individual about whom
whole time, we’ve presented
the discussion pertains and, in
ourselves as an open book.
that event, the meeting must
Just come and ask ... but
be open.”
nobody bothered to come to
Although I share many of
the same goals of the Black
us,” as well as his claim that
Student Union, I do not
no one asked him and Ms.
believe that their , officers are
Vinci about the impeachment,

Impeachment
wasn’t legal

above the law. It is troubling
to know that when the officers
of BSU were informed of the
illegality of their actions, that
they have thus far refused to
remedy the situation, and
instead have started passing
blame. It is not my intention,
in co-sponsoring the resolution
to freeze this organization’s
funds, to participate in any
sort of “vendetta” (Angela
Vinci, Kaimin 12-3-93) against
BSU, or to tell them who
should be their officers. This
resolution, if it passes, will
require BSU to bring their
constitution into compliance
with state law, and to reverse
an illegal decision by three of
their officers. The resolution
provides for the release of
their ASUM funding when
they address these problems.
—Evan Katzman
ASUM senator

Rape
‘Conversation’
from student’s
view
Editor:
I am writing in reference to
the article by Stanley
Grossman, “Don’t trivialize
rape (and women).” Mr.
Grossman used the “conversa
tion” between the “senior stu
dent” and himself as a way of
discrediting people who are
speaking out about acquain
tance rape and sexual assault.
I, the “senior student,” resent
his use of this encounter. How
he describes the encounter is

only his perception; I would
like the opportunity to present
mine.
On the evening of Oct. 27,1
was sitting alone during my
only break in an eight hour
shift at Food For Thought. I
was eating my dinner and
reading the guest column in
the Kaimin by Julia Watson. A
man, who I did not know,
walked up to the table and
asked me if he could look at
the paper for a moment.
Noticing the article I was
reading, he said that Julia
Watson was fighting a war. I
said, “I know.” He then pro
ceeded to tell me what rape
was and what it was not. He
then began questioning me
about my views. Being an
employee of the restaurant, I
felt compelled to be courteous.
I told him that I did not agree
with his viewpoint, but
respected his right to have
one. He asked me if I believed
that intoxication and coercion
were a reasonable defense for
a rape victim. I said, “Yes.” He
told me that rape was forced
sexual intercourse. I said, “It
is actually sexual intercourse
without consent.” He did not
believe me, so I brought out
the legal definition, which I
had in my backpack. At this
point, he continued to insist on
questioning me. I brought up
the example of the Armani
suit, but he interrupted me
before I could finish. My inten
tion was to make him aware of
his line of thinking. I was now

tion and told .
him that I I
needed to
I
finish my
dinner, but he
insisted on
presenting his
view one more
time. At his parting, he told
me that he had only come in to
get a cookie.
This “conversation,” or
more appropriately, confronta
tion was unwanted, unwel
comed, and uninvited. I feel
that his behavior was inappro
priate as a professor speaking
to a student, and as a human
invading another human’s
space. As a person concerned
about the rape issue, I resent
his incomplete narrative of the
“conversation” as a tactic to
cast doubt upon the stance of
those working to eliminate
rape in this culture.
—Savannah Miller
senior, psychology

Stop
the presses!
The Kaimin will be
on vacation until
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KAIMIN EDITORIAL BOARD
Bill Heisel Jr. • Jim Kittle • Francine Lange • Kevin Crough
Carolin Vesely • Karen Coates • Linn Parish
Opinions reflect the views of the author.

EDITORIAL------

Kaimin throws fit
of plums and pits
•A plum goes to Rhodes scholar
Charlotte Morrison, the latest in a
distinguished UM line, along with a
plum to retiring philosophy Professor
Maxine Van de Wetering for helping
shape the many winners while con
tributing to the intellectual and
moral development of the school.
•A pit to President Dennison for
not allowing Mountain Town’s win
terized coffee wagon onto its piece of
pavement next to the Liberal Arts
building.
•A sugar-plum to UM Volleyball
legend Jennifer Moran, a stalwart on
the most under-appreciated team on
campus. Another plum to the confer
ence champion Griz football team.
•A double-parked pit to the
Montana Supreme Court for its dis
honorable opinion on the legality of
the UM parking district. Despite the
burgeoning number of students cram
ming between the lines of less and
less spaces, the justices decided the
city could reserve private parking
spaces on public streets.
•A plum to ASUM Programming
for catching the ball dropped by
Hammerbox who cancelled just a few
days before its November show.
Giving refunds and getting the word
out helped make up for the news that
another good band had broken down.
•Exactly 107 pits to the city elec
tion committee, for ignoring even the
possibility that someone had screwed
up and dissuaded students from vot
ing in the city election, then refusing
to tell students when the meetings to
solve the problem would be held, then
refusing to allow students to have a
say in the meetings. Now they’ve
decided to let students at least sit in
for the meeting.
•A plum to Jeff Baker for opening
the debate on improving the U- sys
tem through restructuring, consolida
tion and management of growth.
•Pits for each member of the
House Appropriations Committee for
ignoring the Americans with
Disabilities Act and voting to cut
funding for the Liberal Arts building
elevator.
•Plums for the members of the
Finance and Claims Committee for
restoring the funding — and
respect—to all people with disabili
ties. Another bunch of plums to the
four new interpreters on campus who
have allowed Montana’s deaf stu
dents to stay in-state for the educa
tion they deserve.
•A pit to Jim Todd and the
Prescott House Task Force for turn
ing over last year’s plans and chang
ing the place into an office complex
instead of a space for multiple uses.
•A plum to Dining Services for
bringing everything under one roof.
•A pit to the Dining Services for
not allowing students to carry meal
points from semester to semester.
•A plum to each and every UM
student for injecting a total of $145
million into Missoula’s economy.
•A bucket of pits to those residents
and officials of Missoula who don’t
appreciate our presence by stymieing
our right to vote, depriving us of our
right to park where we please and
live with whom we want. Let’s hope
the new city council starts off on the
right track next year.
—Kaimin Editorial Board

What the holidays mean to me

What the holidays mean to me is
that the whole world will be filled with
chocolatey spices of yellow and gold.
They mean that I can drink of and
bathe freely in public fountain water in
42 of our country’s most majorest cities
without being shaken down, by the fuzz.
They mean sentimental belongings
will not be stolen by people I consider
friends.
Christmas means platypi will jour
ney back across the ice bridge and into
Siberia to quack.
It means my dad will take a break
from his nuclear sperm experiments for
awhile. Incidentally, I had a real hang
up about those experiments for awhile.
I thought my dad began experimenting
with nuclear sperm so he would have
an excuse to not spend time with me.
That is when my mom, bless her heart,
assured me that my father began
applying plutonium to his sperm long
before I was even conceived.
Let’s face it, the holidays mean
sperm.
The holidays mean the world won’t
melt.
The holidays mean J.P. Betts will
probably have at least three more
weeks in office.
The holidays mean a feast for the

Column
by
Shecky
Daly
nose. Why? Because I LOVE
COCAINE. Nose candy, brother. Snort
it up through a dollar bill and it makes
me feel sma-hoothe.
No. That is not why the holidays are
a nasal banquet. The feast occurs
because I think my nostrils grow teeth
and therefore I spend Christmas din
ner shoving turkey, ham and candied
yams up into my snout.

Sleigh bells ring, are you listenin’?
Oh you’re deaf, can you see ‘em?
So your blind too
Shouldn’t be talkin’ to you
Here have a quarter
Wonderland.
Yo! The holidays mean cheelin’ wit
my home (stuffed animal) boys.

They mean Bing Crosby and David
Bowie singing a heartwarming genera
tional orgy of a duet.Near the holidays
a man might slaughter the myth of the
Brady Bill by going on a shooting spree
with a waiting period saturated hand
gun, but on the holidays he might not.
Christmas means hoping the holiday
falls on a Sunday so I won’t have to go
to church twice in one week, thus free
ing up another precious hour for teth
erball.
Christmas means asking Santa for
muscles so I won’t get knocked so much
as I strut through life, heckling and
jeering every other person on earth,
only to be left trying to defend myself
with mollusks.
There may come a time when you
are faced with an insurmountable
adversity, this holiday season. Here is
my recipe when confronted with such a
situation:
1. Wade into the egg nog until you
are exactly knee deep.
2. Remain there.
Take care and I’ll see you in 2021
(Tm a leap year dog).
—Shecky Daly is sending Christmas
bonuses to everyone involved in the
emery board business

Letters to the Editor
Student customers
Dining Services’ top
priority
Editor:
On Monday, Dec. 6, a member of
our staff went to the “We Care” office
at Dining Services to check on order
ing a few care packages with the
remaining money on his meal card.
There was a sign on the door that said
all care package orders (for the semes
ter) had been filled. While he was
there, the woman working in the office
received a phone call from a parent
also wishing to order from the “We
Care” menu. It was obvious from the
conversation that the parent was able
to place an order from this menu.
When the phone conversation was
over, the woman explained to the
member of our staff that while no
more care packages are available for
students with meal cards, the office
would still accept orders from parents
or friends not holding meal cards. We
found out later on that the program
was originally set up specifically for
the parents of UM students. Even so,
the current attitude of Dining Services
is that there is no obligation to the
students concerning this program.
Dining Services should be doing all
that they can to help students get the
most for their money.
The woman working was very kind
and helpful but what she said con
cerning our meal plans illustrated an
important and sad point concerning
the attitude that Dining Services

exhibits toward students. This atti
tude is obviously much different than
that exhibited toward anyone with
plain cash. This “cash in hand,” which
is not under the control of the Dining
Services, takes higher priority than
that which students with meal cards
have yet to spend. Right now, stu
dents are left with only one option as
far as spending their remaining meal
points and getting their money’s
worth: utilize the Copper Commons or
the Country Store to load up on avail
able items. However, one can only buy
a limited amount of these items per
day. Students do need to estimate (to
the best of their ability) the amount of
food they will eat during the semester.
However, the issue at hand is the fact
that students have lost control of their
ability to spend their own money.
When we laid our money down and
signed for our meal cards, we were
never informed about restrictions on
our cards, nor the discrepancy
between meal card options and “cash”
options. Isn’t breach of contract
against the law?
It seems ironic that the “We Care”
program is named as such. Perhaps a
more fitting title would be the “We
Care More About Outside Money
Than Services Already Paid For” pro
gram. Everything at this university is
supposed to be there for the students,
especially the Dining Services pro
grams. We feel that if this program is
open to students, we should be made
aware of these upon purchasing a
meal plan — not at the end of the

semester. The inside of
the Dining Services
brochure states that
“Satisfied Customers Are
Our Business.” It appears
to us that once students pay good
money to Dining Services, they not
only lose all control of how this money
might be spent, but they are also
denied services which remain open to
“outside” money. This is an unethical
practice; Dining Services’ upper man
agement needs to make students
interests top priority. Dining Services
either needs to change their
“Business” or begin to “Satisfy” their
“Customers.”
—Aber Hall staff:
Michael Rehm, Jahna Trammell,
Jim Brown, Kristin Cladouhos,
Dana Buechler, Colleen Schwanke,
Katie Costner, Jon Freeland,
Steve Lympus, Eric Severtson,
George Anderson

CLARIFICATION
The story “Credits for experi
ence not out of reach, official
says” which appeared in the Dec.
9 Kaimin contained an inaccura
cy. The College of Great Falls
did not ask Ken Lurass to quit
his job with the Montana
Hunger Coalition, but it does
require him to complete an
internship under a professor’s
guidance. The Kaimin apologizes
for this mistake.
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A semester spent squabbling
Betts controversy dominates, paralyzes ASUM
Joe Paisley
Kaimin Reporter

The vote Wednesday to
remove ASUM President J.P.
Betts from office bodes poorly
for the Senate next semester.
The resolution to oust Betts
will soon be under the scrutiny
of the Constitutional Review
Board, meaning it might be
declared unconstitutional and
thrown out.
Twelve resolutions to either
remove or impeach Betts or
come to a compromise were
formally submitted this semes
ter. Only three, including
Wednesday’s vote, have
passed.
The results of two earlier
resolutions were thrown out
when Betts refused to resign,
and a compromise resolution
was revoked by the CRB. It
took a month for the compro
mise to be approved by the
Senate.
If the new removal vote
fails to pass through the CRB,
the situation will have stayed
the same but the frustration of
some students and senators
will have only increased.
Essentially, it will be back to
square one.
With that issue dominating
nearly every facet of decision
making, senators have only
paid lip service to what the
special state legislative session
has accomplished. Not a single
resolution concerning the ses
sion has been considered by
the Senate.
But, it has been busy mak
ing other resolutions.
The Senate has already
written up more than 50 reso
lutions, one endorsing UM’S

■I
J.P. BETTS reacts during Wednesday night’s ASUM
‘"’'icS"
Senate meeting as the senate votes 11-6 with two abstentions to remove him from office. The vote raises the possibility ofa
special student election to determine ifBetts will retain his presiden
cy. A student body turnout of 12percent with a simple majority is
required to remove Betts from office.

bond sale, another recognizing increased the health insurance
the Jewish Student Union as a dollars available to UM stu
support group, making it eligi dents after an auto accident.
from $1,000 to $30,000.
ble for funding. Last year’s
And the Senate stepped for
Senate wrote only 66 for the
ward and sent a letter to
entire year.
Commissioner
of Higher
However, 13 of the 23 reso
Education Jeff
lutions which
Baker
about the
passed dealt with
analysis problems American
procedural matters
Indians
face when
and ASUM bylaw
transferring from
and constitution
tribal
colleges.
Baker
has not
changes.
responded.
For example, a clause was
The Senate also voted to
added to remove any officer or
support Veterans Day and
senator who commits a misde suggest to Provost Robert
meanor crime. This was in
Kindrick that the holiday
response to Betts, who was not replace Columbus Day.
impeachable after he pleaded
Some senators still distrust
guilty to misdemeanor theft
Betts, and some of his first
back in August.
supporters have voted against
But the Senate did not fill
him in this latest resolution.
the entire 46.5 hours they
The constantly changing battle
spent in the general Senate
lines have essentially para
meetings reviewing procedure. lyzed the Senate this past
semester. For the most part, it
Sen. Evan Katzman, with
the help of Sen. Betty Gregory, has prevented ASUM from
dealing with other issues.
spearheaded a resolution that

I

Monday, Dec. 13, 5:00 P.M.
Adams Field House___

USED: Sweats, warmups,
uniforms, shorts, T-shirts,
shoes, basketballs &
footballs.
€*ID>aiy Mates rm....

HELENA (AP) — The
Senate wrapped up work on
the state budget Thursday,
whittling another $178,000
in state spending from the
$3.7 billion appropriations
bill.
The latest round of cuts
leaves the two-year budget
with almost $26 million less
state money than it had
when approved by the 1993
Legislature eight months
ago.
That still leaves about
$870 million in the general
fund, which is the state’s
cash drawer fed mostly by
income taxes. The remain
der of the money in the bud
get is federal funds and fees.
The Senate made two
major reductions Thursday,
removing $370,500 for dri
ver licensing services in 41
cities and saving $319,000
by switching to a fee system
for an information service in
the Department of
Commerce.
The Senate rejected sev
eral proposed changes in the
budget, including a request
by Sen. Don Bianchi, DBelgrade, to take less state
money from the university
system.
He recommended the
$11.7 million cut be reduced
to the $6.6 million that high
er education officials believe
is their fair share of the
spending cuts. The proposal

was turned down, 15-35.
Sen. Steve Doherty, DGreat Falls, lost his bid to
decrease state aid to the
three community colleges by
$630,300. The would have
dropped the state’s share of
community college funding
from 49 percent to 44 per
cent.

The vote was 11-37.
Senators, on a 30-11 vote,
restored $323,315 in state
money and $788,323 in fed
eral funds to maintain men
tal health services for about
700 people covered by the
Medicaid program.

Psychological services
were among almost two
dozen services eliminated in
an effort to save about $7.6
million over the next one
and a half years. Those
affected are people eligible
for Medicaid because of very
large medical bills.

The Senate also agreed,
28-20, to restore almost
$64,000 in state aid for pub
lic libraries. That move
maintains funding at the
$258,651 level approved by
the regular session.
On a 27-23 vote, the
Senate gave the Department
of Health and
Environmental Sciences
$50,000 to pay for handling
outbreaks of communicable
diseases such as the rare,
rodent-borne hantavirus.

Textbook

Sharpen your pencils.
The Kaimin will begin accepting letters
again on January 12th.

USED ATHLETIC
EQUIPMENT SALE
and
GRIZ MEMORABILIA

State Senate wraps up
budget, rejects reduced
University system cuts

Don’t Lose
Tour Ticket!
Or you’ll lose your place in line!

You
in line,

TANS

receive a numbered ticket marking your place
w 1 have this ticket when you get
You
to the front of the line.

The only first class tanning salon rated
by Wolff Tanning Ind. in Missoula,

Or you will be asked to leave, get a ticket,
and return to the end of the line. Thank you
for your cooperation.

All Tans
Are Not
Created
Equal.

fSANTA TANNA DAYS j
«

(back by popular demand)

h

g

Buy 1 Get #2 half price

g

Top ofthe line Wolff Tanning beds used
?^cj|igjyely, with optional facial tanners.

M-F 8-10
S&S 9-2
728-2TAN
1900 Reserve St.
Missoula, MT 59801

;
After recycling your textbooks,
IjF be sure to drop your ticket in

|STARTS WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER15 |

box for our big drawing. Several
prizes will be awarded, including
three Sony Walkman cassettes.

ILLY *
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Eyes that Speaf^for a Silent Body

■ k\1

(TOP) CLAUDIA Bell and her twin sister
Claire Holmes pose in a 1945portrait
with their mother Yvonne Pfeiffer.
Claudia also has three brothers: Larry,
41, Carl, 38, and Butch, 47.
(ABOVE) CLAUDIA can still move her
head enough to watch her restless neigh
bors glide past her door. For many years
she was the youngest resident at Big Sky
Center, according to her sister Claire.
Story and photos
by Take Uda

✓ > ■ •Or 23 years, Claudia
•
Bell has lain in silent
paralysis watching the
seasons flutter past her win
dow. She cannot walk, talk,
eat, or even nod her head, but
she can communicate. And for
those who know how to hear,
her eyes speak volumes.
She has multiple sclerosis, a
disease that damages the
nerves necessary for physical
movement without affecting
the mind.
Lola Neumiller, a registered
nurse at Big Sky Center in
Helena where Claudia lives,
described how Claudia uses
her eyes to spell out words on a
board that has the letters of
the alphabet printed on it.
When Claudia looks to her
right, where her board always
lies, the nurse calls out the
rows of letters until Claudia
signals “yes” by opening her
eyes wide. Then the nurse
reads off the letters in that row
and writes them down until
Claudia signals again.

NURSE LOLA Neumiller demonstrates how she communicates with Claudia by read
ing offfirst the rows and then the letters on a board with the alphabet printed on it.
Claudia signals by opening her eyes wide when the letter she wants is reached. She
sometimes spells complicated things, according to Neumiller, but this time she just
spelled “Hi.

“She can tell you pretty
complicated things,” Neumiller
said, adding that Claudia
knows what she wants.
Neumiller said Claudia had
her move a small crucifix that
dangles from the railing on her
bed until it was positioned just
right. “It took me a long time to
figure that one out,” she said.
Claudia has a say on her
entertainment, too. By her
order, the television next to
her window is kept perpetually
tuned to The Discovery
Channel. Claudia likes nature
shows best, Neumiller said,
but lately she has been listen
ing to a lot of Bach and
Beethoven on the small cas
sette player beside her bed.
She also loves it when nurses
read to her. One of her favorite
books is “All I Really Need to
Know I Learned in
Kindergarten,” by Robert
Fulghum.
“She likes that kind of
humor,” Neumiller said.
espite the limitations
MS has placed on her
body, Claudia main
tains a friendly disposition,
according to Brooke Schreder,

<D

a charge nurse who often cares
for Claudia at night.
“Claudia is jolly most of the
time,” Schreder said. “You go
in there and she’ll laugh and
smile.” Schreder said that
Claudia knows most of the
people at the Big Sky Center
and laughs at the funny things
that happen to them.
Neumiller said that Claudia
is adored by the people who
care for her, not only because
of her good humor, but
because of her strength.
“You look forward to some
thing everyday, don’t you?” she
said turning to Claudia.
“That’s why you have so many
good friends.”
✓■
many years Claudia
• L- passed the time playing
J gin rummy and Yatzhee
with her mother Yvonne
Pfeiffer, who visited nearly
every day. When Claudia’s
condition deteriorated and she
could no longer use her hands,
Pfeiffer would put the dice in
her daughter’s hand and shake
them for her.
These days, however,
Claudia has few visitors.
Pfeiffer decided to move into a

(TOP) CLAUDIA stays in a good most of
the time, according to the people who care
for her. “I can usually get her to laugh,”
Lola Neumiller said. “If I can’t make her
laugh, then I worry.”
(ABOVE) AN embankment obscures the
view in the direction Claudia usually
faces. But she can still watch the winter
sky grow sullen grey behind a small tree
outside her window.

nursing home, and according
to Claudia’s twin sister Claire
Holmes, other family members
are so distant physically and
emotionally that visits are sep
arated by years.
“I’d go in and chatter at
her,” she said about the times
she visited before she moved to
Oregon with her husband.
“But after a while you don’t
know what to say anymore.”
laudia may have come
to terms with her situa
tion, but it was not
always that way, said Holmes.
Claudia was stricken with MS
when she was about 23, short
ly after she spent five years in
a Kansas convent as a nun.
The disease went into remission, and she got well enough
to marry Ray Bell, who was
aware of her illness. But after
a few months, the disease
reasserted itself and pro
gressed rapidly. Pfeiffer said
her daughter went from speak
ing to just making noises in a
single day.
“One day she completely
lost her voice,” Pfeiffer said in
sad resignation.
to Holmes, the

disease took more than just
Claudia’s voice. It also took
her will to live.
“She wouldn’t work with a
therapist; she wouldn’t try,”
said Holmes. “She just gave
up.” It was Claudia, Holmes
said, who decided to divorce
Bell soon after the relapse.
Claudia didn’t even want the
family to allow doctors to feed
her intravenously after she
could no longer eat, Holmes
said, adding that she doesn’t
think Claudia has changed her
mind.
Zblmes regrets that she
’ A-f and her sister never
—< »- had a chance to
resolve childhood differences.
The two didn’t agree on any
thing, and they fought a lot,
Holmes said.
“I wonder what would have
happened to us if she hadn’t
gotten sick,” she said. “It’s
something I guess Til always
wonder.”
As Holmes said, she will
never know what would have
happened to her relationship
with her sister. But for
Claudia, and the people she
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diversions
It's been an alternative kind of year
Richard Fifield’s Top 20
albums for 1993
1) MTV Unplugged — 10,000
Maniacs

This proves why Natalie
Merchant is pop’s most
intriguing voice. Brilliant
swan song from best band of
the year.
2) Tuesday Night Music
Club — Sheryl Crow

A wonderfill newcomer.
Feminist country/blues/rock
you can dance to.
3) Everybody’s Doing It... —
The Cranberries

And you thought that U2 was
the only band from Ireland.
Light and tasty, like stir-fry
from the Country Store.
4) Vs. — Pearl Jam

Melodic, rough, and angry.
This year’s best rock album.

8) Black Sunday — Cypress
Hill

Full of sweeping musicality
and sweet rap stylings. A hit
from the bong.
9) The Boxed Set — Prince

The nastiest man in America
proves that he is a talent to be
reckoned with. Forget that
crap about the name change.
Give me Prince, or give me
death.
10) The Rainy Season —
Marc Cohn

Light blues/rock, anchored by
one of the brightest songwrit
ers in the business.

Groovy, funky, and totally
‘70s. The only lesbian disco
album in creation.
17) Altered Beast —
Matthew Sweet

Melodic and crunchy rock.
Listen to “Time Capsule” and
just freak, baby.
18) Last Splash —The
Breeders

Wonderfully warped produc
tion, wonderfully lush sound.
Just smashing....
12) janet —Janet Jackson

This year’s second best rock
album. It’s tough being in
Eddie Vedder’s shadow.

13) Become What You Are —The Juliana Hatfield
Three

6) Mexican Moon —
Concrete Blonde

My friend Sage adopted her, so
she must be cool. Awesome
songwriting and musicianship.
And she looks good in dirty
clothes...

Mrs. Bruce Springsteen puts
out a sonic wonder. Surprise,
surprise, surprise.

16) Soundtrack to “Even
Cowgirls Get The Blues” —
k.d. lang

Kim Deal and the gang put out
a spunky, infinitely listenable
majesty. “Cannonball” is so
freaky....

Please buy this album. The
proceeds go to get her brother
out of jail.

7) Rumble Doll — Patti
Scialfa

Oh, Evan. Please stop smok
ing pot. Your lyrics are actual
ly starting to make sense.

11) Siamese Dream —
Smashing Pumpkins

5) Frosting On The Beater
— The Posies

The scariest album I’ve ever
heard. Johnette Napolitano is
a freaky-ass goddess.

15) Come On Feel The
Lemonheads —
Lemonheads

14) In Utero —Nirvana

19) Sweet Relief — Various
Artists

Victoria Williams deserves this
tribute album, thrown togeth
er by progressive rock’s finest.
20) Hat Full Of Stars —
Cyndi Lauper

This girl doesn’t just wanna
have fun. She wants to explore
her soul, and does it majesti
cally. And her hair is all one
color!!!

A godsend to jaded
grungesters everywhere.
“Heart Shaped Box” is the sin
gle of the year.

Shades jolts
'Electricity'
Metallica.
Johnson’s vocals through
out have an operatic quality
reminiscent of Bruce
Brace yourself, Missoula.
There is some serious metal in Dickenson’s early work with
Iron Maiden. His melodic gui
the making right under your
tar riffs and frantic power
nose.
chords are more than enough
With its forthcoming EP
to put the music in a league
“Electricity,” Missoula’s own
with the best. Williford’s
Shades of Reality has estab
pounding bass lines conjure
lished itself as the hottest
images of the Red Hot Chili
band in town. Its unique style
Peppers’ Flea on crack. There
and unbridled aggression are
is simply no escape from the
enough to make any rock
assault of his percussive riffs.
purist harder than a frozen
And Kortan’s solid, unflagging
cod.
Shades has been around off- abuse of his drum kit nails the
cacophony into your brain.
and-on for about four years
“Electricity” is a collection
and its current line-up of Rob
of material more than capable
Johnson (guitar and vocals),
of giving true headbangers
Mark Williford (bass) and
whiplash while sacrificing
Chad Kortan (drums) is a
none of the integrity that has
heavy metal powerhouse.
made Shades a fixture in
The four-song EP showcas
Missoula’s underground music
es the band’s exploration of
scene.
contemporary hard rock cou
It may scare the living hell
pled with an homage to the
out of your parents, employers
forefathers of metal. The
and pets, but you’ll freaking
resulting mix is a tight, furi
love it.
ous offering to the gods of
So, for all you metalheads
thrash.
out there, grab this EP when
Shades’ songs, like “The
Show Must Go On” and “Draw it comes available next year.
the Line,” bring to mind bands You’ll be able to buy a copy at
any Shades show and probably
like the Red Hot Chili
at local retailers after Jan. 1.
Peppers, Motorhead and

Dave Hansen
for the Kaimin

CAMPUS RECREATION
FACILITIES
&nfeiw.
of Verona
William Shal<espeare

DECEMBER 7-<•
montanatheatre

Ni^ 8PM/Saturday Matinee 2PM

We are open over the holidays!
Rec Annex hours as posted

243-2320
Grizzly Pool hours as posted

243-2763

YlWCA
Missoula Family YMCA
3000 S Russell
Missoula MT 59801

Enjoy trimming in 1994 at the
Join the Missoula Family YMCA today!
721-9622

721-9622

GARY TURBAK
Signing his new book

Survivors
IN THE

SHADOWS

Threatened and Endangered Mammals of the American West

Friday, December 10
7pm
Free Admission

Recycle this Kaimin. It can
be your Christmas gift to
Mother Earth.

Freddy's Feed & Read
1221 Helen Ave • 549-2127
Oneblockjv^t of UM campus near corner of University and Helen Avenue
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Music '93: Bono's bursting ego,
Meatloaf again and the Bee Girl
Richard Fifield
for the Kaimin

What a year, what a
year.
It was the
best of times,
it was the
worst of
times.
There
was no
Vanilla
Ice, but
there
Snow.
Dave Pirner
stole Winona
Ryder from
Johnny Depp, prov
ing that not combing your
hair is a guaranteed babe
magnet. Rupaul (a seven-foot
drag queen) was the hottest
chick on the scene. 10,000
Maniacs broke up, so did
Wilson Phillips.
The world is ending, my
friends. Pearl Jam refused to
do videos. The Spin Doctors
were big, Nirvana was bigger,
but nothing was as big as
Bono’s ego. Debbie Gibson,
Michael Damian, Sheena
Easton and David Cassidy all
did Broadway, but the true
acting genius was Weilland
from the Stone Temple Pilots,
who did a frighteningly accu
rate Eddie Vedder impression.
Suede was androgynous, PJ
Harvey was a psycho- bitch
woman, and Joey Lawrence
was the prepubescent panty
king.
And of course there were
rumors—Michael Stipe sup
posedly has AIDS, Paula
Abdul supposedly weighs 240

pounds, Whitney Houston is
supposedly a lesbian. It’s too
bad no one ever starts rumors
about Michael Jackson.
I never hear any
thing about
him. Tool
released
“Sober,*
accom
panied
■by a
video

demon
strates
the hor
ror that is
Claymation.
It was a
year of changes.
Prince changed his
name, Jon Bon Jovi cut his
hair, Tupac Shakur went to
jail, Dr. Dre went platinum,
and Cypress Hill went insane
in the membrane.
Are you there, God? All I
want is world peace, liposuc
tion and the death of Snoop
Doggy Dogg. I’m not asking for
much. Janet Jackson released
her sexiest album to date.
Billy Joel made a minor come
back, Meatloaf made a major
comeback, and Jesus Jones
sold three copies of “Perverse.”
Campus Celebrity
Sightings—Sissy Spacek
works in the Country Store,
Natalie Merchant in the
Copper Commons, and Kevin
Bacon portrayed Rocky in the
campus version of “The Rocky
Horror Picture Show.” Who
says Montana has no culture?
X-Scape, SWV, Jade, Zhane,
Ace of Base: all five had catchy
singles. It’s too bad that only
my friends Anna and Sage

could tell them apart.
The Cranberries and
Smashing Pumpkins put out
fetching little disks and the
Posies took the snicker out of
the word “Seattle.” Happy
Breath is Missoula’s band to
watch for ‘94. k.d. lang made a
smooth transition from coun
try maven, to big band diva, to
disco goddess.
O course, then there’s the
Bee Girl. Anyone who watches
MTV saw her in that Blind
Melon video. I hope that her
fifteen minutes of fame is over
soon.
So, boys and girls, have a
happy Hanukkah, and keep
your ears perked for 1994.
If you’re lucky, Meatloaf
might go “Unplugged!!!”

Jffilp J^eto gear’s
Resolutions
1) To not piss off any
Alternative Rock
Gods-In-Waiting.
2) Not say “Whoomp!
There it is!” It’s so
damn tempting.
3) To find Nelson’s sec
ond album. Was it just
released in Asia, or
what?
4) To never go to
another Rockin Rudy’s
listening party, even if
it’s for the new
Meatloaf release.
5) To quit being so
damn jaded and cyni
cal. And to return all
that money I stole and
blamed on J.P. Betts.

'Desire' brings Heart back to life
Michael David Thomas
Kaimin Arts Editor

The Heart albums of late have sucked.
Taking the easy way out, using over-produced
pablum and some half-hearted arrangements
has made Heart a 70s relic that was fortunate to
avoid being dragged out to pasture and being
shot.
Here was a band that had Anne
Wilson, a songbird that could wail
and whisper in the same song and
not make it sound unbalanced. They
had Nancy Wilson, a semi-decent
female guitarist— and believe me
there aren’t many.
But whatever hap
pened, they lost their
way and suffered for it.
Their latest release,
however, Desire Walks
On, is getting back some
of the band’s integrity.
Heart and producers
John Purdell and Duane
Baron stripped down
the sound. They
eschewed the overpow
ering and stupid key
board orchestras that
plagued them on
Brigade, Bad Animals
and Heart, opting for

subtlety over overt
musical power.
Somebody sat the girls and boys down and
told them to shape up or take a ride in the musi
cal electric chair.
“Black on Black IF is a return to the
“Barricuda”-esqe style of the ‘70s- material arid is

refreshing compared to the “hard” crap they
tried on the last three. “Rage” is a guitar-driven
testimony of frustration and powerlessness in
our deteriorating society.
But like most of Heart’s stuff, the album isn’t
just a power-chording trip for the lead guitarist.
The acoustic and slower, mellower songs hold
honesty and integrity in the craftsmanship of
past albums.
“Back to Avalon” sets
up a decent acoustic
and bass rhythm. It’s
nice; it’s mellow; but
you can hear the guitar
feeling too
kicked in the ass or
overshadowed. A nice
surprise is the
duet between
Anne Wilson
and Leslie
Sayles in a
song called
'Ring Them
Bells.” Wilson’s
raspy, sensual
voice weaves in
and around
Sayles’ weath
ered lungs. It
probably won’t
raise your
pulse, but it’s
got soul.
Desire Walks
On is the re-emergence of a ‘70s band trying to

stay alive in the ‘90s. The longevity of a band
doesn’t ensure its quality or integrity. Heart has
realized this and is trying to stay ahead of atro
phy and repetitiveness. The beat goes on.

Jackson annual family
Christmas comes to life
Shaun Tatarka & Corey Taule
Kaimzn Parody Committee

We’ve been robbed.
The American people have been robbed of what would
have undoubtedly been the best Christmas special of the
season, “The Jackson Family Goes Home for Christmas
Special.”
Pop King Michael’s recent problems kept him out of the
country; thus, the reunion of everyone’s favorite dysfunc
tional family went down the tubes. We’re now left speculat
ing on just how good it would have been.
Opening Scene:
Ma and Pa Jackson sitting on an Indiana porch, com
plete with snow, holly and a Christmas wreath.
Ma: Remember the good old days, Joe?
Pa: Yeah, when we were sure what sex our kids were.
Ma: Remember that time we caught Michael in the bathtub

with Mickey Rooney?
Pa: Was that the time I whupped his ass?
Ma: Probably. How about the time we caught LaToya
extorting money from the mailman?
Pa: Yeah, I’ll be damned if I know what she had on that
guy. Say, was that the time I whupped her ass?
Ma: Probably. Remember Tito, Jermaine or Marlon?
Pa: Who?
Ma: They’re three of your other kids. You used to whupp
their asses too.
Pa: I still don’t remember. What have they done for us late
ly?
Ma (excitedly): Oh, look at the limo, here comes Michael.
Pa: There’s another one behind it. Must be Janet. Boy, look
at all the fans on bicycles behind ‘em.
Ma: Those aren’t fans. That’s Tito, Jermaine and Marlon.
Pa: Who?
Ma: Look behind the bikes.
Pa: Looks like a ‘68 Cadillac.
Ma: It’s LaToya!
Pa: Who’s that guy with her?
Ma: Your son-in-law, Jack Gordon.
Pa: I ever whupp his ass?
Ma: Not yet. He whupps LaToya’s ass though.
Pa: What is he some kind of sicko, hitting defenseless
women!
The dinner segment:
Pa: Michael, what the hell’s the matter with your hair?
Ma (nudging Pa): Hush, he’s sensitive. Ya know, the fire

thing.
Pa: Michael, you got a girlfriend, yet?
Ma (nudging): Hush, he’s sensitive.
Pa: What the hell can I talk to him about?
Ma: Talk about his llama.
Tito: Michael, could you please pass me the turkey?
Pa (looking at Tito): What the hell’s the help doing, eating

with us?
Final scene:
All the Jacksons (except for Pa, who earlier tried to
whupp one ofMichael’s bodyguards) are sitting
around a fireplace with special guests Elizabeth
Taylor, Roseanne and Tom Arnold.
Tito: Mom, can we roast some chestnuts?
LaToya: Yeah, we can roast ‘em on Michael’s hair.
Michael: Mom, make her stop!
(Knock at the door)
Jermaine: Hey Janet, if you and Liz and Roseanne will

stop fighting over that Turkey leg, you could answer the
door.
Janet: Hey, Mr. No-talent, I had to lose 40 pounds for my

last video. Oh, I’m sorry, you don’t know what a video is.
Can we say triple-platinum or do we just know the term “in
search of a label?”
Jermaine: Fine, I’ll get it myself! (opens the door)
Everyone: HEY! It’s former Vice President and Indiana
Sen. DAN QUAYLE!!!
Dan: Hi, Kids. Just dropped in to say hi. (looks in the
camera) This is the nice kind of family I was talking about.
None of that single-parent crap like that Brown slut.
(Enter Pa battered and bloody)
Pa: (to Quayle) What are you doing here, Mr. Smart-ass?
Ma: Pa, It’s Indiana’s own....
Pa: I know Mr. Late-show when I see him. Letterman, I’m

tired of your lame-ass jokes about my family. I’m gonna
whupp your ass right now.
Quayle (screaming hysterically): HELP! GEORGE!
MARILYN! DAD!
Credits roll as Ma pulls Pa off Quayle, while Tito,
Jermaine and Marlon shove food into a duffel bag for
later use.
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Above
TOM NIMLOS, dressed in his winter outerwear,
calls his wife Carlene from a forestry school office.
FORESTRY PROFESSOR Tom Nimlos builds
excellent rapport with his students by interacting
with them enthusiastically. Although he teaches
about 50 people in one large class, he tries to
remember every student’s name.

Touching souls through soil
UM forestry professor
retires after inspiring
students for 22 years
cial attachment to the bike.
Nimlos says, “After all, it’s
a long time.” He adds,
“Twenty years — I should cal
culate some time how many
UM Forestry Professor
miles I put on it.”
Tom Nimlos has pedaled his
As his bike trips have
old black bike to campus
racked up miles so have his
every day for the last two
teaching
methods influenced
decades. He parks it in front
students year after year.
of the Science Complex.
After 33 years of dedicated
“He’s got the worst bike on
and energetic teaching at
campus,” says Forestry
Professor Joel Meier. “He just UM, Nimlos, 64, is retiring
next week.
parks down there, he doesn’t
“I’ll retire with a great sat
lock it up, because nobody
isfaction,” Nimlos says. “It’s
steals it.”
been a wonderful experience.
Although he doesn’t worry
about theft, Nimlos has a spe I’m darn lucky.”
Photos and text by

Tomoko Otake
Kaimin Reporter____________

forestry school, Meier says,
Nimlos says
Paul
although “he never has had
passionate
Hamidi,
’ll retire with a
bad things to say about any
ly.
“
It
has
an
Nimlos’ teach
great satisfaction.
body.”
incredible
ing assistant,
Nimlos has plenty of plans
biological
It’s been a wonderful
says, “His
after his retirement.
diversity.
”
enthusiasm is
experience. I’m dam
He says proudly that the
A former
kind of conta
lucky. ”
first thing he wants to do is to
student has
gious.”
—
Tom
Nimlos
hit
the road. Travelling with
a great
Hamidi sees
his wife in his trailer he will
UM forestry professor sense of
Nimlos as a
watch
gray whales and do
appreciation
mentor.
some beachcombing in
for Nimlos.
“He is one
California.
“We’re just jump
“Although soils is not con
of the reasons I study soils,”
sidered a glamourous subject, ing into that and we are
Hamidi says. “He is con
cerned about people personal Tom brought it to life in such headed to Bajahe says.
a dramatic way that he creat
ly.”
ed a generation
Nimlos motivates his stu
of “soil advo
dents by remembering their
cates” across
names, even in large classes.
“My memory is not as good America,” says
Barry Dutton,
as it was, but I work very
who is now the
hard to work with names.”
president of
In a typical class session,
Land and Water
Nimlos questions students in
Consulting Inc.
every part of the packed
in Missoula.
room. He looks them right in
Meier, his col
the eye and calls them by
league and
name. Many students
lunch partner,
say Nimlos challenges
says it is unusu
students to react to him
and that he respects stu al for an outgo
ing professor to
dents’ knowledge.
Chris Keyes, a gradu be so involved
with the school.
ate student in Nimlos’
He refers to
soil class says, “He is
Nimlos’ efforts
very interactive in the
made at the
class.”
Bandy Ranch
Nimlos also loves
and his chair
field work. According to
manship of the
Keyes, when Nimlos
Faculty
takes his class on field
Evaluation
trips to the Bandy
Committee.
Ranch, 49 miles north
east of Missoula, he gets
“That’s just a
labor of love,”
really excited, and runs
ahead of students, point Meier says.
ing out the soils.
“That’s not his
responsibility.”
“He’s like a young
During lunch,
guy,” Keyes says.
Owned by the forestry they talk a lot
TOM NIMLOS has painted his name.on the
about
hunting,
school, the 37,000-acre
rear tire rim of his old black bike. It was stolen
ranch is, “the most excit backpacking,
only twice in its 20-year history. Both times, a
campus
security officer found the bike at the
ing piece of real estate
and “in-house
other end of the campus and returned it to
in Western Montana,”
politics” of the

I

him.
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Staff gives innovative bargaining tactics mixed review
Union, UM administration and
the governor’s office, met Nov.
23-24 to iron out protocol and
UM faculty contract nego
a preamble to an agreement.
tiators are using a new
Facilitators Molly and
approach to bargaining.
William Hobgood were hired
Unlike traditional negotia
by the negotiating parties in
tions, in which each party
October. William, a private
brings its own agreement to
facilitator since 1981, has
the bargaining table, the new
worked as assistant secretary
method provides for a co
of labor for labor relations
authoring of the agreement
management for the U.S. gov
starting with a common text.
ernment, in addition to hold
Representatives from a
ing other mediation positions.
variety of groups involved in
Molly, a 1971 UM graduate,
the salary negotiations, includ has worked as a senior associ
ing the University Teachers
ate at an organizational-

change strategies firm and in
willing to wait much longer. I
labor relations and manage
think that we should have had
ment positions.
a contract two months ago.”
Richard Barrett, UTU
Forestry instructor Darius
Legislative Board and bargain Adams said the new negotia
ing team member, expressed
tion method is “interesting but
optimism about their head
not likely to be any more pro
way.
ductive.” He said he thought
“We seem to be making
the talks were being stalled
progress,” he said.
because of state budget pres
Some UM faculty, who have sure.
taught without a contract this
“The administration —
semester, were not so opti
regents — are really in a bind
mistic.
.in terms of negotiating any
“I believe they’re going
thing while the Legislature is
nowhere,” geology professor
busy cutting the university’s
George Stanley said. “I’m not
budget,” he said.
UTU President Jerry
Fumiss said the groups are
just ironing out their plans.
“We’ve been kind of dis
cussing where we want to go

Patricia Snyder
Kaimin Reporter

WCHRiSTMAS BREAK SALE

MERRELL SKI BOOTS
XCD Super Ultra

A

STUDENT

INSULATION SIZES

POLITICAL ACTION

oF

A true switch hitter for backcountry .and lift-served telemark ski
ing. A flat-out turning machine, it's exceptionally user friendly
and has the fit,flex and feel of our classic telemark boots.
SOLE/INSOLE

and how we want to get there,”
he said.
Fumiss said a four- to sixyear contract could come out of
the negotiations, but he was
quick to add that the contract
is not firm yet.
“I don’t want to oversell the
possibilities and I don’t want
to oversell what the agreement
might look like,” Fumiss said.
Currently, committees are
meeting to work on aspects of
the contract. All groups
involved are set to meet again
Dec. 18. They have agreed to
meet at least 24 hours a
month until an agreement is
reached. Fumiss said he hoped
they would have a contract to
take back to the faculty by
.February.'

NOW HIRING an
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

BINDING

40 hrs/month $4.75 p/h
Pick up application in ASUM office UC105
•Deadline: Tuesday, Dec. 14, 3:00 pm
Reg. $420 SALE $375
XCD Ultr<

BIG
SKY W
ON SALE

is

The

Reg. $340 SALE $310

XCD Teh

UPPER

SOLE/INSOLE

INSULATION SIZES

BINDING

30% Off Housing and
Lift Tickets
Jan. 3 - Jan. 14
“ UC Campus Ct.
$ M-F9-5pm
Sat. Appt Available

* 549-2286

^iPizza Pipeline.

10 Piece order of
bread sticks when you order
a 14“ two topping pizza +
one 22oz. soft drink

I Not valid with any other offer.

With the Purchase of
Any PIZZA!

Free Delivery!

uc

$

jA

Expires 12/31/9^^^^^

The
REAL DEAL

$1.75 -10 piece order of Tricky Stix
$2.00 - Garden Fresh Salad
Expires 12/31/93

Connection

$s

FREE B

One LARGE 16" Pizza
with two items and
h^^two FREE Soft Drinks
Expires 12/31/93

— SaaS _
travel

12" Pepperoni Pizza
and One Soft Drink/f

I

Expires 12/31/93

^iPizzaPipeline. HotLine = 721-7500
2100 Stephens, Missoula
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Lady Griz to face Thunderbirds, Cougars in Utah
Corey Taule
Kaimin Reporter

They have scored more than
one-hundred points twice this
season already and they gave
up a hundred points in the
season opener.”
• Dec. 20 in Missoula
The Cougars have three
vs. Utah
players who average in double
• Dec. 21 in Missoula
figures: junior center Debbie
vs. SW Missouri State.
Dimond, 16.3 points, 7.8
• Dec. 28-30 in Missoula.
rebounds; junior guard Thais
Western States
Kidd, 15.8 points; and senior
Showdown (Providence,
guard Nikki Eyre, 11.8 points.
Old Dominion)
“Dimond is a very good
• Jan. 6 in Spokane
inside player and BYU gets
vs. Gonzaga University
great scoring from Thais
• Jan. 8 in Portland
Kidd,” said Selvig.
vs. Portland University
The Lady Griz lead the
series against BYU 5-2, includ
ing a 61-56 win last year in
Selvig said he is worried
Missoula.
about BYU’s ability to score
Montana center Trish Olson
points. “They return almost
is questionable for both games
everyone from a team that
this weekend. The senior from
won the WAC last year and
advanced to the NCAA tourna Missoula has been suffering
ment,” Selvig said. “BYU is an from back spasms. Olson has
missed the last three games
extremely explosive scoring
for the Lady Griz.
team and they like to press.
LADY GRIZ SCHEDULE
OVER CHRISTMAS
BREAK:

Following three straight
home wins, the Montana Lady
Griz hit the road again this
weekend for two road games in
Utah.
Friday, Montana lands in
Cedar City, Utah to play the
Southern Utah Thunderbirds.
Saturday, the Lady Griz play
the Brigham Young University
Cougars in Provo.
Montana enters the week
end with three wins against
only one loss. The lone blemish
on the Lady Griz record is an
82-66 loss at number-one
ranked Tennessee.
Southern Utah returns four
starters to a team that fin
ished 12-15 last year. The
Thunderbirds bring a 3-3
record into Friday’s game.
Montana coach Robin Selvig
said this year’s Southern Utah
squad is much improved over fI wonder if I am? Nah! Well maybe. I definitely might be.
last year’s team.
I
How could I he? Well let's see. Yeah, I could be. I really
“Southern Utah is off to a |
good start this year,” Selvig Ecould he! Of course I could be wrong. But what if I'm right?
said. “They have impressive KOkay, I'm sure I am. Not. Shouldn't I be able to tell?
wins at Wyoming and
I
At no charge, you can find out for sure.
Northern Arizona, and they I
played Boise State very tough I
in Boise. I think Southern
I
Utah has improved its person- I
nel a great deal.”
a 219 E. Main
728-5490
Open Mon-Sat
Southern Utah is lead by |
Cherri Shurtliff, the daughter
of coach Larry Shurtliff. The
sophomore from Enterprise,
Utah averages 16 points and
6.3 rebounds a game.
Selvig said Shurtliff is one
of the better players the Lady
Griz have seen this year.
“Cherri Shurtliff is going off
• Wet T-Shirt Contest
this season. She had 30 points
against NAU and 26 points
every Tuesday & Saturday Night
against Wyoming,” he said..
• Bikini Contest
“She is a great player, who can
score in a variety of ways.”
every Thursday Night
Southern Utah has strug
• Exotic Dance Contest - Amateur Night
gled from the field this year,
shooting only .384.
every Wednesday Night
Montana leads the all-time
nudity not required
series over the Thunderbirds
4-0 and won last year in
PRIZES
Sign
up
by 9 pm. for al contests.
Missoula 88-69.
1st - $75
Must be 18 or older to participate.
2nd - $50
Brigham Young brings a 3-1
Bar patrons must be 21
record into Saturday’s game.
Cal
The Cougars won the
728-9709 for detrfs
Idaho/Safeco Classic in
Moscow last weekend, defeat
ing Nebraska in the firstround game and Pacific in the
championship.
BYU returns four starters
from last year’s team, which
went 24-5 and won the
Western Athletic Conference
regular season title. BYU went
on to win the WAC tourna
The Master's Degree in International
ment, then lost its first round
Management
NCAA tournament game to
for Business and Development features:
UC-Santa Barbara 88-79.

WE’RE PLANNED PARENTHOOD

Will You Be Able to
Manage in the Global
Marketplace?

NARNIA COFFEE HOUSE

• Advanced strategic manage • A program applicable to both
ment skills
business and non-profit
An emphasis on the emerging
managers
markets ofAsia and the Pacific • Consideration of business
Rim
ethics and values in a global
An accelerated 15-month track
economy
for working professionals
• Languages offered: Chinese,
Overseas internships and as
Japanese, Russian, Spanish,
sistance in career placement
French and German

LADY GRIZ STATS AND FACTS
• UM's 79-56 win against
Drake Sunday gave the
Lady Griz 18 wins in row at
Dahlberg Arena. Montana
now has the nation’s sev
enth longest home winning
streak. The last home loss
for the Lady Griz came
February 27,1992, when
they lost to Boise St. 81-77.
• With every Lady Griz win,

head coach Robin Selvig
adds to his record for alltime wins at Montana.
Selvig, who is in his 16th
season as Lady Griz coach,
has a record of 361-89.
• The Lady Griz feature no
out-of-state players on this
year’s team. All 16 players
on the roster this season
are from Montana.

THIS
CHRISTMAS,
GIVE A YEAR'S
SUPPLY OF
CONTACTS.

JU ST $169.
Make someone's (or your own) Christmas merry!
For a limited time, we re able to offer a special low

price on Bausch & Lomb MEDALIST® contact lenses.
They're designed to be worn for up to three months,

then disposed of before they can develop uncomfort
able deposits that can cause cloudy or blurred vision.

Our special package includes a professional eye exam,

custom lens fitting, eight Bausch & Lomb MEDALIST®
contacts and a cleaning kit. For more information or
an appointment, call 728-3504

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
CONTACT LENS CENTER
Parkside Professional Village
700 West Kent. Missoula

ECTURE
|

Joe Duilso

|

Interim Dean
University of Montana
School of Journalism
Candidate for Dean
of the School of Journalism
"Chasing a Hubcap:
Newspapers. Ethics and Public Opinion"

Fridays, 8-12 p.m.
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Christmas Carols
with Nicki Pisano
and Friends

538 University
(use Arthur Ave. entrance)

Whitworth College
Application deadline for fall 1994 is April 15. For information,
contact: Dr. Dan Sanford, Director, Graduate Program-in
International Management
Whitworth College / 300 W. Hawthorne Rd.
Spokane, WA 99251-2704
Phone (509) 466-3742 or 1-800-533-4668

MONDAY, DEC. 13
7:30 PM
JOURNALISM BLDG
ROOM 301
(Journalism 301 is an accessible room*
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Griz squeak past Bulldogs
Kevin Crough
Kaimin Sports Editor

Hit by a dismal shooting
performance, the UM Grizzly
basketball team squeaked by
NAIA Division 1 Western
Montana College, 63-54,
Thursday night at Dahlberg
Arena.
UM improved its record to
6-0 as Western Montana fell
to 2-7.
“It was a total let down,”
UM head coach Blaine Taylor
said. “We weren’t very pre
pared mentally, as our shoot
ing showed, and we never did
seem to snap out of it.”
UM shot a season-low .361
(22-61) from the field and
went only one for 14 from
three-point land, but held the
Bulldogs to .391 from the
field.
Western jumped out to as
many as eight points ahead
with 8:56 remaining in the
first half, with the score at 1911. The Griz regained the lead
for good with 3:14 left in the
first half at 22-21 and never
looked back. The closest the
Bulldogs came after that was
within two points at 26-24
with 2:08 left in the half.
Senior forward Israel
Evans had a team-high 15
points and a string of secondhalf baskets to keep the Griz
in momentum. UM called for
a time-out with 9:34 left in
the second half, after a fourpoint run by the Bulldogs, to
pull them to within four at 4844.
Evans came out of the
time-out, hit a three-pointer
and was followed by a jumper
by sophomore forward Shawn
Samuelson. Another lay-up by
Evans gave the Griz a 55-44
lead with 7:18 to play in the
game.
Royce Johnston kept WMC
in the game with three threepointers in the second half.
He finished the game five for
10 and a game-high 17 points.
Taylor said that the
Grizzlies’ defense kept them
in the game.

JUNIOR GUARD Jeremy Lake drives the lane for two ofhis seven points in the
Grizzlies’ 63-54 victory over Western Montana Thursday night in Dahlberg Arena.

“When the chips are down,
you turn to your defense,”
Taylor said. “In our case we
had to have intensity on
defense because the ball
wasn’t going down on
offense.”
UM’S lack of intensity of
offense was apparent at the
free-throw line, where they
hit only 18 out of 40 attempts.
Junior forward Matt

Kempfert also added seven
second-half points to keep the
Griz ahead. Kempfert finished
the game with 13 points and
six rebounds.
Samuelson was UM’S high
rebounder with nine and he
added seven points while
senior post Josh Lacheur
came off the bench to score 11
points.
WMC’s freshman forward

Clark Lohr

Ryan Rebsom had a gamehigh 11 rebounds and two
blocks. Curtis Smith had 14
points and Greg Knudson 13.
UM’S best shooters, Gary
Kane and Jeremy Lake, were
a combined zero for nine from
three-point range. Coming
into this game, the two had
combined for a 28 for 48 per
formance in UM’S first five
games.

State requests
hunters'help
HAMILTON (AP) — State
wildlife officials will call
hunters to shoot the last cou
ple of dozen native mule deer
from within the 1,800-acre
confines of a game farm near
Darby.
But if hunters don’t shoot
them, officials will.
‘We are not calling this a
hunt,” Bill Thomas,
spokesman for the
Department of Fish, Wildlife
and Parks’ Missoula office,
said Thursday. ‘We are using
hunters to remove the remain
ing public wildlife.”
Game farm owner Len
Wallace has tried to push sev
eral hundred deer off their tra
ditional winter range, first
with a helicopter, then with a
horde of high school boys, each
time with limited success.
Last weekend, about 40 vol
unteers battled bad weather to
chase out about a dozen deer.
And a department helicopter
pushed another 94 deer
through gaps in the fence.
All has been at Wallace’s
expense. But last week he
drew the line after agreeing to
pay for Sunday’s $2,000 worth
of department helicopter time.
Between 15 and 25 deer
remain in the wooded draws
and along the steep hillsides in
the 3-square-mile enclosure.
And in the next few days,
the wildlife department will
call some of the 44 hunters
who unsuccessfully applied for
deer “B” tags in Hunting
District 270-02.
Department personnel will
pick eight hunters for Dec. 18
and seven for Dec. 19, meet
them at the site and help
retrieve any deer they shoot.
If deer still remain, and
Thomas expects some will,
department staff will shoot as
many as they can and give the
meat to food banks in
Hamilton and Darby.
Wallace got a permit to
expand his game farm last
spring. But state law requires
that he first try to remove the
resident wildlife.
Any deer that survive all
the efforts become Wallace’s
private property.

Road trip kicks off holidays for Griz
Kevin Crough
Kaimin Sports Editor

After defeating Western Montana
63-54 Thursday night, the UM Grizzly
basketball team improved its overall
record to 6-0 going into the Christmas
season.
UM will travel to Cai-Poly, SLO (13) Monday, Dec. 13 and then return
home Dec. 19 to play Creighton and
Northeastern Illinois Dec. 21.
“We’ve got a road game, two tough
games at home, finals and the holi
days,” said UM head coach Blaine
Taylor. ‘We’ve got to get things in
order and not get ahead of ourselves.”
UM will tipoff for the first time ever
against SLO at 8:30 p.m. in the
Mustangs’ Mott Gym (3,500).
The Grizzlies are coming off of a
successful KYLT/Coca Cola Classic
Tournament, in which they defeated J

Missouri-Kansas City in the champi
home Dec. 28 against Western Oregon
onship game, 97-72. UM had four play State and Portland on Jan. 3. They will
ers on the all-tourney team, including
then hit the road the following week
the MVP, sophomore forward Shawn
end and play Missouri-Kansas City
Samuelson.
Jan. 6 and Rice Jan. 8.
Taylor is in his third year as head
Going into the UM-Westem
coach for the Griz, with an overall
Montana College game on Thursday
record of 49-15 and has been a player
night, UM was holding opponents to
or coach for the Grizzlies 16 of the last
.317 from the field while shooting .511
18 years.
themselves. The Griz were holding
Cai-Poly is coached by Steve
opponents to an average of 60.4 points
Beason, who is in his seventh year as
per game, while scoring 86.2 them
head coach, and has an overall record
selves.
of 111-80.
Samuelson was leading the team
Tentative starters for Cai-Poly
with a 14.2 points per game average
include: 6-3 junior Bucky Tucker, 6-7
and 9.8 rebounds per game average.
freshman Damien Levesque, 6-5 junior Gary Kane and Jeremy Lake each had
Leo Williams, 6-0 senior Kyle Ellis and 14 three-pointers and Travis DeCuire
6-2 freshman Shanta Cotright.
was averaging 6.6 assists per game.
The Mustangs will be at Fresno
Five Grizzlies were scoring in dou
Pacific on Friday, Dec. 11 and stand at ble figures: Samuelson, Lake (13.2),
1-3.
Kempfert (13), Evans (10.8), and Kane
i. . ..After Christnias;'UMwilLbe.back— 410,6):----------
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Cops nab crooks, protect the peace
Jeff Jones
Kaimin Reporter

Last year, a team of magazine sales
men ripped off 20 students to the tune of
$1,000. They cruised the dorm hallways
tossing out sales pitches so slick they
could have made Robin Williams’ used car
salesman character in ‘Cadillac Man’ jeal
ous.
The students, many whom worked
part-time jobs just to buy shampoo or
shoot a game of pool once in awhile, never
got even one issue. But their losses have
turned into gains for this year’s students,
when a different team, representing a dif
ferent company, showed up in the dorms
this fall.
Ken Willett, campus security director,
said it was now easy to laugh about the
incident.

“V

“These guys were like mice in a cat
house,” he said. “About every five minutes
we would get a phone call from someone
saying, *Hey, one of them just knocked on
my door. I’m a student in
whatever
dorm.”
Willett said the ultimate goal of his
department, and any other police force in
the country, is crime prevention, and
that’s what this incident illustrated.
However, the recent chase
Thanksgiving evening of a graduate stu
dent on his bike fleeing from a campus
cop, which resulted in the student getting
knocked down when the officer’s car
bumped the bike, illustrates one of the
department’s inherent problems.
The campus security director is just
that — he’s in charge of the safety of the
staff, students, faculty, and even the
Missoulians who come to the campus for
whatever reasons. In the first week of

joftivarf
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school this fall, a number of people equiv
alent to the entire population of Missoula
passed in and out of the University
Center.
That, coupled with the seriousness of
some crimes occurring on campus, puts
Willett and his nine cops in double jeop
ardy.
They’re ‘just campus cops,’ but they’re
dealing with ongoing investigations of a
sexual assault on a female dorm resident
that took place in the lot behind Turner
Hall last March; vending machine breakins totaling over $5,000 in damage, mer
chandise and money since May; an
unsolved case of a small bomb thrown at a
window of Sigma Alpha Epsilon house in
August; and a case in which a UM stu
dent was hauled before a grand jury to
give testimony as to why she and her
mother lied on financial aid forms to qual
ify for federal loan money.

Available EVERYDAY...

Your choice of any
one-topping pizza...
$4.99 Medlum/$6.99 Large
Student Special delivered to the
UNIVERSITY AREA ONLY
...$1 delivery charge.
Student SpedalavaBable at downtown location only.

Godfirtherk

247 W. Front • Downtown
Delivery • 721-3663

CAMPUS RECREATION
OUTDOOR PROGRAM

What are you doing with your feet this winter?
Rent Snowshoes, Ice Skates, X-C Skis or Telemark Skis

1^6 SAT

joo'j of nn» smrt/wg as low as is

Campus Recreation Outdoor Program Rentals
Field House Annex 243-5172

Bloodnet - Dark Sun - Dragon Blade - Iron Helix
Lemmings - Metal & Lace - NHL Hockey - Master of Orion
Shadow Caster - Space Hulk - Speed Racer - Strike Squad
Terminator Rampage - Wing Commander Privateer
Wing Commander Academy - X-Wing

Holiday Hours -Christmas 1993
Finals Week 12/15-12/17
12/18
12/19
12/20-12/21
12/22-12/23
12/24-12/26
12/27-12/30
12/31-1/2
1/3-1/7
1/8-1/9
1/10-1/11
1/12

We Also Carry A Complete Line Of IBM-Compatible Computers Starting At $899
And Printers Starting At $145! We Have Everything Under One Roof At...

K COMPUTER HOUSE

UsT 2005 SOUTH AVENUE WEST ■ MISSOULA, MT 59801 - 406 721 6462

9am-5pm
9am-2pm
9am-12 noon
9am-5pm ,
9am-4pm
CLOSED
9am-4pm
CLOSED
9am-4pm
CLOSED
9am-5pm
Winter hrs begin

So, you’re in desperate need of a computer
butyou’re totally broke until after the newyear.
Happy Holidays.

*

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan.
Now qualified applicants can get any select Macintosh
or PowerBook with no payments for 90 days.

Now, you can take home some of our most popular Macintosh’ and

time, seven incredibly useful software programs will be included all for

PowerBook" models with no money down and no payments for 90 days.

one low price. So, celebrate this season with a brand-new Macintosh or

(You could qualify with a phone call, but must apply by January 28,

PowerBook computer. It does more. It costs less. It’s that simple.

1994.) It’s all part of the new Apple Computer Loan. And, for a limited

,

Introducing The New Apple Computer Loan

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.
VISA/MC
PURCHASES
UP TO $500.00
ARE GLADLY
ACCEPTED.

Advanced Technology For Today’s Education

uc

Computers

UNIVERSITY

CENTER

©1993 Apple Computer, tnc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, and PowerBook are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc.

HOURS:
M-F...8 to 6
SAT...10to6
PHONE:
243 - 4921
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(BUYBACK)

BEGINSWEDNESDAY •

The
Kaimin
assumes
no
responsibility for advertisements
which are placed in the Classified
Section. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment,
investment or related topics before
paying out any money.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Tan checkbook w/student ID,
birth certificate, elk tag, season ticket
to plays inside. Elizabeth Fames,
626-5228. .
Lost: Ironman Timex watch with blue
velcro band near the Rec Annex. Call
728-6665.

Found: Pencil bag in UC Lounge, 6
Dec. 93. ID at UC info. desk.

Nicole-Charley’s Bar 12/3-4/93,
round midnight- I have your sweater.
Write me at: 15400 Thayer Rd. Lolo,
MT. 59847, Barry Anderson.
Lost: Tan computer disk box with 810, 3.5 disks, on campus. Please call
Bob 542-0282. Reward.
Lost: Ran Ban “Cats” Prescription
glasses. Library/UC area. Call 2736818 if found.

Like to get high daily? Try running
for a triple play - a good “bod”,
improved grades and a positive
attitude.

Drinking and drug use mesh with
poor
academic
performance;
increased violence and unsafe sex. If
you want to change your behaviors,
call DAPP 243-4711 for assistance.
Need someone to talk, to? Come to
the PEER LISTENING CENTER
and we’ll listen. No appt, necessary,
strictly confidential. (East door of
Student Health Service. 9-5
weekdays, 7-10 pm all week
including weekends.)

Everyone needs help now and then.
The PEER LISTENING CENTER is
free, confidential, and you don’t need
an appt. Staffed by trained student
volunteers. (East door of Student
Health Service. 9-5 weekdays, 7-10
pm all week including weekends.)
CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING by
trained student volunteers. No
problem too small.Support and
referral services also provided. Free,
no appointment necessary. The PEER
LISTENING CENTER. (East door of
Student Health Service. 9-5
weekdays, 7-10 pm all week
including weekends.)

PERSONALS
NO ONE IN MISSOULA SHOULD
GO HUNGRY! SUPPORT the
MISSOULA FOOD BANK. To help,
call 549 0543

“Aimer Castle” you are soooo
amazing! W/out question a witty,
crazed, charming and erotisch
scheisse. Betchasmile TCM.

HELP WANTED
ESCAPE
DATING
HELL.
Missoula’s
Dateline:
Local
Connections, ALL Preferences. 1900-884-9206 ext. 6842. $2.99 per
min. Must be 18 yrs. Procall (602)
954-7420

BIG BEAUTIFUL BLACK CAT
needs a temporary home, or just over
Xmas break. Owner will supply food
& litter & arrange for visits. Leave
message 243-1057 or 243-4310.
STUDENTS ON WELFARE who
are willing to be interviewed for
Kaimin in-depth project, call Jeff at
243-4310.

Drop in for a Free Pregnancy Test
• Confidential • Supportive • 1 st Way
Pregnancy Support Center, call for
hours • 549-0406 (formerly
Birthright)

The University of Montana’s Lambda
Alliance offers a political voice,
support and friendship to lesbian,
gay, bi-sexual and transgender
students. For more information please
call
523-5567.
MEETING
TONIGHT! 8p.m. in UC 114. Your
closet is for your clothes, not your
life!
Is your future too bright? You can
always destroy it with booze. DAPP
243-4711.

What you learn in college depends on
what you study. Party-hardy and
you’ll be good at it when you flunk
out. DAPP 243-4711.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn up to $2,000+/month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Summer and Full-Time employment
available. No experience necessary.
For more information call 1-206-6340468 ext. C5696.
Live in nanny, 3 blocks from campus,
driver’s licence required. Call 7216578 or 721-3000 or 543-6736.

Software Test and Software Design
Internships needed for Mircrosoft in
Washington. Spring Semester.
Extensive
Microcomputer
programming experience required.
Deadline ASAP. See Cooperative
Eduaction, 162 Lodge, for more
information.
CA$H IN ON THE FUN AT
UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES
• Various Job Opportunities
• Flexible Hours
• Competive Wages
• Student Management Possibilities
• Training & Social Activities
• On Campus
• Applications for Spring Semester
can be picked up at either Lodge 219
or University Center 260!
MARKETING INTERNSHIP with
local company. Junior or Senior level
with computer knowledge and grant
writing experience preferred. Paid &
possible commission. Deadline
1/14/94. See Cooperative Education.

DEC 15™

TEXTBOOK
RECYCLING
Wed. 12/15
through
Sat. 12/18
Mon. & Tues.
12/20 & 12/21

UC

wtoiwim

UNIVERSITY
HOURS: M-F...8 to 6

CENTER
Sat... 10 to 6

162 Lodge, for more information.

Part time help setting appts, for sales
staff. Evenings and weekends. $6.00
hr. plus comm. Apply at Eagle Sat.
2347 South Ave. (behind Shopko)
Career opportunity with Forest
Service—Region One. Undergrad
and grad positions in Computer
Science, Accounting, Forestry,
Wildlife Biology and Botany.
Deadline February 11th. See
Cooperative
Education
for
applications, 162 Lodge.

National Park Service summer job
position for seasonal PARK
RANGER. Deadline 1/15/94. For
application,
please
contact
Cooperative Education, 162 Lodge.
Auto transport needed Dec./Jan. from
Alb. NY./Springfield MA area to
camps. 1 1984 Toyota 4wd pick up
w/shell. Pay $100. Lou at Bruces
442-2509.

RESIDENT ASSISTANT-Eagle
Watch Estates - ASI, a non-profit
organization that provides housing
and personal care assistance to adults
with mobility impairments has
several part-time positions available
starting January third. Previous
experience, related education or any
interested
caring
individual
encouraged to apply: Flexible
scheduling/paid training/benefits
including tuition reimbursemnt and a
wellness rebate. Send resume to
EWE-ASI 565 Burton Msla., MT
59802 or call Kathy at 549-3892.

TYPING
FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown
543-3782
WORDPERFECT,
LASER,
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
Professional Word Processing Ann
543-0322

TYPING - Term Papers, Resumes
543-8565
RUSH TYPING CALL BERTA
251-4125

SERVICES
SEWING: Prompt and Reasonable,
549-7780.

Ski Big Mountain? Cross country in
Glacier? Stay in Col. Falls
Homestead Cabin sleeps six, kitchen,
bath. $300 three nights, $500 wk.

522=0280.
Have your skis professionally tuned
for this winter! Includes hot wax,
Petex, sharpened edges. $10, call
Steve 243-3764.

COMPUTERS
MAC plus 30 MB Hard- disc plus(+)
software, $350, call Cary at 5492453.

FOR SALE
Dorm sized stair stepper $80.00, all

542-0039, leave message.

Sierra Designs Mountain Jackets
Men’s large - Blue or Green,
waterproof/breathable. $125 Smith
goggles and Sunglasses $20 All new!
549-7252.

Two plane tickets, Jan. 9, Denver to
Msla. $400 obo, 676-5665.
Mealpoints for sale. Mike 543-0113.
1/2. cord of firewood, $30. Pick up
only. Call Bob at 728-1171.

Meal points! Great discount. Call
Debbie at 243-1865.
Need stocking stuffers? The UC
Gameroom has billard/table tennis
gifts ranging from shot glasses and
ashtrays to License plate holders and
towels. Come in and check us out!
2nd floor of the University Center,
243-2733.
Double Hide-a-Bed sofa, 549-8627.

Fireplace, carport, dish washer. Call
543-6713.
Conservative family would like to
rent room to young woman. Room
plus 2 meals per day. Share bath and
family with one other female. $185
per month, 251-3291 evenings.

Free room, some meals Spring
Semester for mature, honest,
responsible, non-smoker in exchange
for minimal caretaking duties. Call
549-9722.
Three bedroom apartment, good
location. Heat paid, affordable.
Available second semester. Call 7218990.
2-bedrm, utilties included, $500/mo.
+ deposit. Near Reserve St. Bridge.
1-726-4334.

AUTOMOTIVE
Quality Auto - Buy, Sell, Trade.
Great Selection of 4x4’s. 450 N.
Russell, 543-1122.

Elan 160 skis: boots, poles, bindings,
skis $175 obo. 251-5525 lve.
message.

WANTED TO BUY

Bundy Alto Saxophone, $450. 5431121.

CARLO’S Buys, your used clothing.
LEVI, GAP, BAN-REP, PIERI,
ESPRIT, LIZ, RALPH. 543-6350,
204 3rd.

Sears refrigerator freezer; large
wooden desk; trifold futon frame;
computer desk; ivory drapes. 7285537.

Patagonia winter coat, men’s .small.
Excellent condition, $100. Call 5428234.
Moving - Small Overhead Camper
for small or import pickup, $350.
CA11251-4703.

STORAGE RENTALS
NORTHWEST MINI STORAGE
10x10 $40/mo & 10x20 units
$64/mo, & open storage. 1111 No.
Russell-549-3687

GRIZZLY STASH N’DASH Mini
Storage. $16/mo. and up. 549-7585,
806 Worden.

TRANSPORTATION
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Roommate needed for 9-mile area 2/garage, 275/no pets, w/deposit,
626-4164..

Female, $170/mo., incl./util., 3
bedroom house. 721-7632.

Male, non-smoker, $250, 251-4724.
5 minutes from campus. $200.00 per
month. 721-8347 or 728-7769.
Two rooms for rent one block from
campus. Lease runs Jan. 1 - Aug. 31.
No pets or somking. $285/mo. Call
549-9456.

Roommate needed to share two
bedroom apartment, $175/mo., all
utilities paid. 543-7812. Please-leave
message.
Roommate wanted to share 3
bedroom house close to campus, call
721-9609.

FOR RENT
Nice 1 bedroom, walk to U. Heat
paid, furnished, no pets, 543-6713.
thru dec 10

Prime two bedroom apartment.

RT TICKET Missoula-Cleveland
VIA Denver. Leave 12/30/93. Return
1/10/94. $265. Call 549-4687 after
8pm.

SKI EQUIPMENT
SAVE BUCKS ON SKIS: Buy any
Telemark, Alpine touring, Skate or
Classical Ski Package and SAVE
15%!! Buy any ski or boot and SAVE
5%!! The Trail Head, Corner of
Higgins and Pine, Downtown. 5436966.

OUTDOOR GEAR
TENTS ON SALE: 3-Season Tents 30% off. Select models from Sierra
Designs, North Face, Quest, Wild
Country!! The Trail Head, Comer of
Higgins and Pine, Downtown. 5436966.

OUTFITTING/PACKING
32nd Annual Class. Learn the art of
packing horses & mules. Classes
starting Jan. 17. Smole Elser, 5492820.

MISCELLANEOUS
Can teach me Gaelic? 549-8627.

Montana Kaimin, Friday, December 10,1993
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Search for architect stalls UC plans

Dorm: Survey falls flat

Joe Paisley
Kaimin Reporter•

University Center renova
tions have been delayed by the
continuing search for an archi
tect, after only two applied for
the job.
One firm later withdrew its
bid, forcing the UC Board to
look further for architects,
ASUM Sen. Jon Lindsay said
Wednesday.
The renovations come on
the heels of the $4 million in
bonds approved by the
Montana Board of Regents
Sept. 24 for UC renovations,
which will include asbestos
removal.
Also, $500,000 in bonds will
go toward a new storage area
that might be built behind the
UC.
UC Director Kay Cotton
said preliminary plans set by a
committee last spring call for

bikes, if they were in a cen
tral storage place, arid
favored bike storage in their
rooms.
In late November,
Residence Life randomly
sent out 700 surveys to stu
dents in the dorms asking
for input on the new hall.
“We got about 175 back,
which is about a 20 percent
return rate,” Brunell said.
The tabulated surveys

/io rliAlvo now sianu, trie stawy wuiigc

uc in

verted, into offices and moved to where the game room is
now, but everything is on hold until an architect is chosen this
Christmas Break.

converting the study lounge
into offices and moving the
lounge into the game room
area. The game room would be
relocated to an area now used
for storage behind the UC
Bookstore.

continued from page 1
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But, everything is depen
dent on what the architect,
once hired, says can be done in
the 25-year-old building,
Cotton said.
“We need an architect to tell
us what is feasible,” he said.
__________

for your support in 1993

’’travel connection^
would like to thank the

UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

Housing: Homeowners wary of students
But some landlords are willing to break the
ordinance to rent to college students. Rick
Wilcomb of Garden City Property Management
said he evaluates the neighborhood more than
he does the law before allowing more than two
unrelated adults to rent a unit he manages.“We
just rented a house to three guys and we don’t
have a problem,” he said. “We like to rent to stu
dents. They are intelligent and they pay the
rent.” But his 12 or so units close to the univer
sity are off-limits to more than two unrelated
students, he said.
“The only place that it comes into play is in
the university area,” Wilcomb said. “The home
owners there keep a close eye on that. If we

reflected the same concerns
of the eight students, whose
top priority was private
sleep areas.
The new residence hall
will be built next to Miller
Hall, near the southwest
corner of campus.
Bray and his team hope
to break ground by spring
1994. The completion date
for the project is set for Aug.
1, 1995.

have a house in the area, we can’t rent it to a
bunch of students.” Still, Garden City has no
problem finding one or two people to fill those
houses in Missoula’s housing-starved market,
he added.
All this adds to the confusion of finding a
place, said Mike Gundale, a sophomore in
wildlife biology who had a line on a place three
blocks from campus before the paranoid land
lord popped the fatal question: Are all three of
you related?
“We have to hide the fact that there are three
of us,” he said. “Just to save money, we can’t be
honest. Plus, even if we do get a place, we have
to sneak around in our own homes.”

students, faculty, and staff

Jfave an adventurous Holiday!
UC Campus Court

M’F9'5

$ Spent @TC

LFaV6l

549-2286
4 Sat. appoint, available

COnneCtlOn

$
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WINTER IS ON ITS WAY
GET YOUR GEAR AT ARMY NAVY AND SHAMROCK SPORTS!

SNOWBOARDS
-FEATURING-

f Going Home Special!

;

BURTON Boards & Clothing

!

20% Off

Caribou Boots
by Sorel jta

• your exclusive BURTON dealer •

;

I any regular priced items in the store. I
I
I
|

-coupon necessary for redemption-

Guaranteed quality
and lowest price

|

Columbia
Sportswear Company

FLEECE WEAR
by

Featuring Columbia
Buga Boo $99.99

COLUMBIA, NORTH BY
NORTHEAST, ADIDAS,
JACK WOLFSKIN
Pants & Jackets

Missoula's guaranteed lowest price

Large Selection of

WOOL GLOVES,
HATS & SOCKS
M-F 9-6:30
Sat 9-5:30
Sun. 10-5:30
721-5456 • 130 W. BROADWAY

a walk from campus

WOOL PANTS
j RUSSELL & LEVI}
Sweats, Tops &
Bottoms
Bring in coupon

!

GET 20% OFF

Largest selection in town!

$19.99

I

!

any piece of either item (
-1

open M-F 9-7:30 • Sat. 9-5 • Sun. 10-5:30

I

